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Introduction
GlovePIE Free is a program for Microsoft Windows that works with a wide range of input devices 
to re-map and tweak the input events that they send. This guide shows how to use these features 
to expand the capabilities of a typical gaming joystick (one that has a throttle and a reasonable 
number of buttons) to allow it to perform virtually as a HOTAS — a “Hands-On Throttle And 
Stick”. A simple example of how this can be done is by designating certain buttons as “Shift” but-
tons to multiply the number of game features that can be controlled from one button. The guide 
also covers the use of GlovePIE’s voice/sound input and output functions and timing functions, to 
further expand the number of commands that can be issued without resorting to the keyboard.

Virtual HOTAS: An Example
When playing Elite: Dangerous, I use1 GlovePIE Free to configure my joystick with the following 
three logical modes beyond the default flight/combat mode: 

Targeting Mode1. 
Power Management Mode2. 
Panel Interaction Mode. 3. 

Each mode is activated by holding one of three joystick buttons that I have designated as shift 
or modifier buttons. The remaining buttons can then behave differently according to the current 
mode. Here is how my joystick trigger button behaves in each mode:

Button Held Down… Joystick Trigger Button Performs…
None (Default) Primary Fire
First Shift Button (= Targeting) Target Nearest Hostile
Second Shift Button (= Power Management) Divert Power to Weapons
Third Shift Button (= Panel Interaction) Select Current Item from Panel

While the above table is written from my perspective as a backer and play-tester of Elite: Danger-
ous, the principles should also work with other games with comparable control schemes.

Installation
Go to http://glovepie.org/glovepie.php and download the latest version of GlovePIE 
Free (0.45 Free at the time of writing). The software is packaged as a zip file, so unpack it to the 
program directory of your choice. Review the license conditions in the readme.txt file. 

A full installation requires other components such as a virtual joystick driver, to be present, how-
ever the scripts in this guide do not require these. If necessary, consult the full GlovePIE free docu-
mentation for more details of any additional components you decide to use.

1 The latest releases of Elite: Dangerous can bind multiple simultaneous button presses, so there is less need for 
scripting to implement shift buttons. However, scripting provides a true “shift” function, i.e. pressing the shift button 
then the action button rather than pressing simultaneously. Other abilities described later in this guide, such as bind-
ing voice commands, playing custom sounds and synthesised speech, tracking and using the state of game properties 
such as ship lights or landing gear, and distinguishing between button taps, button holds and double-clicks, remain 
beyond the unscripted game. These features are significantly more powerful than shift states, but they can also be 
more complex to implement.
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Running GlovePIE Free
Run the PieFree.exe executable that you unpacked during the installation. The program re-
quires Administrative privileges, so you’ll need to allow this if required by your computer’s secu-
rity settings.

The program starts up and presents a window with three tabs: Untitled, GUI and Variables. We’re 
interested in the Untitled tab, which is where you work on GlovePIE scripts.

The principle on which the virtual HOTAS works is that instead of generating joystick events such 
as POV-Hat-Up pressed, your joystick will effectively be sending keypresses. (The game must of 
course be configured to recognise these keypresses, rather than direct joystick button inputs). 

On the GlovePIE scripting side, there are three pieces of information you’ll need:

The logical number of your physical joystick, I’m going to assume this is ‘1’ but if you have 1. 
multiple joystick devices connected, substitute the number of the one you want to work with.

The number or identifier of the joystick button you want to use. This might be obtainable from 2. 
the software or documentation that came with your stick, alternatively within the Elite: Dan-
gerous setup you will see the button identifications (e.g.“JOY 1” or “JOY POV1-DOWN”) when 
you set the corresponding button as a game control.

The keypress that you wish to generate when the joystick button is pressed.3. 

To get started, we’ll create a simple script that makes your joystick POV hat emulate your key-
board’s arrow keys. 

Enter the following script into the text entry area of the Untitled pane (modify as necessary to 1. 
reflect the joystick and POV hat that you wish to use, if you have more than one of either):

Key.Up    = Joystick1.Pov1Up 
Key.Down  = Joystick1.Pov1Down
Key.Left  = Joystick1.Pov1Left
Key.Right = Joystick1.Pov1Right

(Note how the contextual text entry assists you with finding the key and button names, once 
you’ve entered “Key.” or “Joystick1.” into the editor).

Click the “Run” button above the text entry area.2. 

If you’ve made any syntax errors, the script will still run but a message will appear notifying 3. 
you of the error and location. Stop the script by clicking “Stop” (you can’t edit it while it’s still 
running), correct the error, and try running it again.

With the script running successfully, you should find that you can use the designated joystick 4. 
POV hat to generate arrow key inputs that move the cursor around the script.

To return the joystick to normal, click “Stop”.5. 

Save the script to a suitable location by using the File, Save As... command.6. 
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Implementing the Shift States
The GlovePIE script language supports several programming constructs including if-then-else. We 
can use this to put the joystick into different modes depending on button presses. For example, 
here is the implementation of the four Trigger button behaviours I mentioned earlier:

if (Joystick1.Button5) {
	 //	button	5	is	my	first	shift	state	--	target/combat	management

 Key.NUMPAD1   = Joystick1.Button1
 // Now Joystick Button 1 sends "NumPad1" keypress
 // which is "Target Nearest Hostile" on my E:D control setup

 //...
 // remaining Key.xxx assignments for this shift state go here
 //...

} else if (Joystick1.Button6) {
	 //	button	6	is	my	second	shift	state	--	power/scanner	management

 Key.Insert  = Joystick1.Button1
 // Now Joystick Button 1 sends "Insert" keypress
 // which is "Divert Power to Weapons" on my E:D control setup

 //...
 // remaining Key.xxx assignments for this shift state go here
 //...

} else if (Joystick1.Button7) {
	 //	my	third	shift	state	--	interface	panel	management

 Key.CapsLock = Joystick1.Button1
 // Now Joystick Button 1 sends "CapsLock" keypress
 // which is "Select" on my E:D control setup

 //...
 // remaining Key.xxx assignments for this shift state go here
 //...

} else {
	 //no	shift	keys	pressed	so	default	state	--	thrusters	and	weaponry

 Key.Enter = Joystick1.Button1
 // Now Joystick Button 1 sends "Enter" keypress
 // which is "Fire Primary Weapon" on my E:D control setup

 //...
 // remaining Key.xxx assignments for the unshifted state go here
 //...
}

If you’re used to a ‘C’-like programming syntax, the above will probably be obvious to you. If not, 
you can still use it as a template, bearing in mind:
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The script is only a skeleton script that handles a single joystick button with four shift states • 
(including the default state). You will need to add extra Key.xxx = Joystick1.yyy assign-
ments for each key-button association you wish to create within each shift state.

The lines beginning with // are comments; you can ignore them, delete them, or add your own • 
comments to document how your script works.

The matched curly brackets enclose logical blocks of code controlled by the preceding • if state-
ment. If the button referenced in a particular if statement is pressed at any instant, then the 
key-button mappings contained in the subsequent { } block will be active.

The text in red represents items that are dependent on my game control setup, joystick layout, • 
and personal preferences. Change these as necessary to get the keypresses, and button assign-
ments that you desire.

Depending on your joystick and preferences, you might need more or fewer shift states.• 

Don’t forget to save your script!• 

I have included my full current script as an appendix to this guide.• 

Why Have Bindings in the Default State?
In case you’re wondering why  I bound joystick button 1 to a key even when no shift state was ac-
tive: at first I left this button assigned directly to “Fire Primary Weapon” in the game, but I found 
that the weapon then fired even when a shift state was active. Therefore I found it better to assign 
“Fire Primary Weapon” to the Enter key in the game, while programming the default joystick be-
haviour to match.

Voice Control and Sound Output
Within your script, you can make voice inputs generate keystrokes as follows:

Enter	=	said('fire',	2)	

You can also arrange for multiple voice commands to generate the same keystroke:

Enter	=	said('fire',	2)	or	said('pew	pew',	2)

The second, numeric parameter (optional, default = 2) indicates the confidence level required be-
fore a match occurs, and whether a partial match of the start of a phrase is sufficient (obviously it’s 
more reliable, but slower, to wait for the whole phrase):

Value Wait for Whole Phrase? Confidence Required
0 No None
1 No Low  — a vague match is sufficient
2 No Medium  — a reasonable match is sufficient
3 No High — a close match is required
4 Yes Low  — a vague match is sufficient
5 Yes Medium  — a reasonable match is sufficient
6 Yes High — a close match is required
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Push to Talk, Push to not Talk
You can set up push-to-talk and mute buttons as follows:

Microphone.Enabled = Joystick1.Button10

Microphone.PushToNotTalk = Joystick1.Button11

Other Voice Control Features
Scripts can access other aspects of the voice control system, for example the microphone audio 
level, as well as “TooFast”, “Too Slow”, “Too Quiet” and “Too Loud” indicators that can be used to 
provide feedback. Since these are not directly applicable to gameplay, please refer to the GlovePIE 
documentation for more details.

Running a Sequence of Commands
The voice control method shown above assigns a spoken command to a single game input such as 
Fire Primary Weapon. You can also use voice control to trigger a sequence of commands such as 
the following (which rely on the system panel being in its initial state):

if	(said('Engines	Off',	3)	or	said('Engines	On',	3))	{
  press Key.Three    // opens system panel
		wait	30	ms
  release Key.Three
  wait 500 ms   // allows time for the panel to deploy
  press Key.E   // cycles to next UI panel
		wait	30	ms
  release Key.E
  wait 100 ms
  press Key.CapsLock // selects the current item
		wait	30	ms
  release Key.CapsLock
  press Key.Q   // cycles back to prev UI panel
		wait	30	ms
  release Key.Q
  press Key.Three    // closes system panel
		wait	30	ms
  release Key.Three
}

You can also use a joystick button (potentially within a shift state) to trigger such sequences, by us-
ing something like if (Joystick1.Button16) as the controlling statement.

Synthesised Speech and Sound
You can generate speech and play .wav files with (respectively) the say and playsound com-
mands:

say "Silent running engaged"

playsound "d:\sounds\soundbite.wav"

Speech will use the system’s default voice, which is set in the Windows Control Panel (Speech Rec-
ognition, Advanced Speech Options). You might want to install a commercial voice pack instead of 
using the robotic Windows ones; the best ones I have found are from Ivona.
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Variables and Time
Scripts run repeatedly, with each run being called an iteration. Sometimes it’s useful to record a 
piece of information for later use, either during the current iteration or a future iteration. You can 
do this by storing the required information in a variable; variables are indicated by the syntax 
var.VariableName. You can use GlovePIE's Variables tab to inspect the state of variables 
while your script is running.

Here is an example of how to use a variable to detect the very first iteration of your script:

if (var.running == false) {  // value is false (i.e. zero) by default 
	 //	anything	that	needs	to	happen	once	only,	 
	 //	at	the	beginning	of	the	run,	can	go	here. 
 var.running = true 
}

The above script uses var.running to send a communication from the first iteration, to all subse-
quent iterations.  Subsequent iterations notice that the variable is true, and don’t bother running 
the enclosed code. Note that the above commands need to be at the very beginning of your script.

When you start communicating between script iterations, the timestamp function can be use-
ful. Once a script starts “knowing” about time, you can make your scripts sensitive to the delay 
between input events, for example detecting double-clicks and distinguishing button taps from 
button holds. See later in this guide for more information on these subjects.

For now, here is an Elite Dangerous example that kicks thrust into reverse (or into forward, if it's 
already in reverse) when you quickly slam the throttle to zero and then to maximum:

var.now = timestamp    // time of current script iteration 
var.sliderlast = var.slider        // store the last throttle position 
var.slider = Joystick1.slider      // and the current throttle position

if (var.sliderlast != var.slider) {     // the throttle has just moved 
   if (var.slider == 1) {               // it's at zero 
      var.sT = var.now                  // record the time it was zero'd 
			}	else	if	((var.slider	==	-1)	&&	(var.sT	>	(var.now-0.25)))	{ 
																												//	at	max,	but	was	zero'd	within	last	0.25s 
      press Key.Apostrophe            // reverse throttle 
      release Key.Apostrophe 
      var.sT = 0                      // clear timer 
  } 
}

Emulating Throttle Detents
Higher-end HOTAS systems often include throttle “detents” that give physical feedback at certain 
points in the control’s range. Using Elite Dangerous’s “Full” throttle mode as an example, having a 
detent at zero means you can feel when you’ve cut engine power to zero and are about to go into 
reverse, thus saving you from having to glance at the throttle display.

No software emulation can provide physical feedback from a standard  stick, but by watching the 
stick’s throttle movements in real time, GlovePIE Free can come close: it can play an audible cue 
when the throttle reaches a programmed position. The following example places an emulated de-
tent at the throttle’s zero position (assumes var.running has been set as shown previously, this 
is to prevent spurious sound cues when starting the script):
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var.sliderlast = var.slider // remember previous throttle position 
var.slider = Joystick1.slider // get current throttle position

if	((var.slider	!=	var.sliderlast)	&&	var.running)	{

 // throttle has moved

	 if	(((var.slider	<	0.1)	&&	(var.sliderlast	>=	0.1))	||	((var.slider	
>	-0.1)	&&	(var.sliderlast	<=	-0.1)))	{

  // (the above if statement must all be on one line) 
	 	 //	throttle	has	moved	into	dead	zone,	so... 
  playsound "d:\sounds\click.wav" 
	 	 //	alternatively,	if	you	prefer	spoken	cues: 
  // say "zero" 
   } 
}

If using recorded sound, you obviously need to provide the path to a suitable .wav file. You can 
also tune the size of the deadzone (0.1 works for my fairly modest deadzone in Elite Dangerous).

Distinguishing Button-Tap from Button-Hold
The idea here is to make a brief button press (say, 200 milliseconds or less) perform a different 
action from a longer press. This allows you to “overload” a button without using a shift button, 
which is a boon if you tend to fumble for buttons in the heat of combat! Here is a basic pattern for 
using this feature:

if	(HeldDown(Joystick1.Button1,	0.2))	{ 
 var.heldDown = true 
}

if (released(Joystick1.Button1)) { 
 if (var.heldDown) { 
  var.doHeldDown = var.doHeldDown + 1 
 } else { 
  var.doTapped = var.doTapped + 1 
 } 
 var.heldDown = false 
}

(If you run the above script, you can use the GlovePIE Variables tab to see the variables change 
depending on how you press the button). 

Next, a more concrete illustration of how this can work in Elite Dangerous.  I have programmed 
Joystick1, Button 3 to perform three separate functions depending on precisely how it’s pressed:

if tapped, divert energy to systems• 
if held while firing, fire the secondary weapon group instead of the primary• 
if held without firing, call an external program to recenter my EDtracker (head tracker).• 

if (!var.running) {   // initial setup goes here 
	 var.t	=	0.2	 	 	 //	200	milliseconds 
 var.running = true 
} 
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...

if	(HeldDown(Joystick1.Button3,	var.t))	{ 
	 var.b3HeldDown	=	true	 	 	 //	status	=	held	down 
}	else	if	(released(Joystick1.Button3))	{ 
	 if	(var.b3HeldDown)	{	 	 	 //	it	was	a	"hold"	not	a	"tap" 
	 	 if	(!var.secondaryFire)	{	 //	...and	not	a	fire	override 
   execute("d:\bin\EDTrackerResetSC") 
        // so call the external program 
  } 
 } else {      // it was a "tap" 
  press Key.PageUp   // energy to systems 
  wait 10 ms 
  release Key.PageUp 
 } 
	 var.b3HeldDown	=	false	 	 	 //	status	=	not	held	down 
}

Later, my fire-handling code includes:

if (Joystick1.Button1) { 
	 if	(Joystick1.Button3)	{						//	alt	fire	override 
	 	 release	Key.Enter								//	prevent	primary	fire 
	 	 press	Key.Multiply							//	perform	secondary	fire 
	 	 var.secondaryFire	=	true	//	don’t	re-centre	the	head	tracker 
 } 
}

Improved Control Toggling
Elite Dangerous allows you to designate certain game modes (for example, Flight Assist Off, Re-
verse Throttle, and Head Look) as either toggle or non-toggle. 

Toggle• : pressing the button activates the mode; pressing again deactivates it. This is useful 
where the mode is to be active for an extended period.
Non-toggle:•  the mode is engaged only while the button is physically depressed. This is useful 
if the mode is to be active fleetingly. 

The following example implements a Flight Assist button that behaves as a toggle when pressed 
briefly, and as a non-toggle when held down. So tapping toggles Flight Assist, while holding ac-
tivates Flight Assist only until the button is released. For this to work, you need to configure the 
corresponding mode as “toggle” in the game setup.

if (!var.running) {     // initial setup goes here 
	 var.t	=	0.2	 	 	 	 	 //	200	milliseconds 
 var.running = true 
}

if	(pressed(Joystick2.Button9))	{	 	 //	On	initial	press... 
 press Key.NumPad0    // always toggle Flight Assist 
 release Key.NumPad0 
}	else	if	(HeldDown(Joystick2.Button9,	var.t))	{ 
 var.FAHeldDown = true   // record button is held down 
}	else	if	(released(Joystick2.Button9))	{ 
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 if (var.FAHeldDown) {  // if the button was held down... 
  press Key.NumPad0  // toggle again on button release 
	 	 release	Key.NumPad0		 //	(if	not	held	down,	do	nothing) 
 } 
 var.FAHeldDown = false  // no longer held down 
}

Game-Script Sync and Re-Initialisation
Once your script starts remembering game state (as the previous example does: it uses a variable 
to know whether to say “forward” or “reverse”), the possibility arises that the game state becomes 
different from the script state. This could happen under various circumstances, for example if you 
activate a game function from the keyboard (so your joystick-oriented script never sees it) or if you 
simply re-start the game client.

If you notice that a game and script are out of sync, you can always use the keyboard to set the 
game back to what the script expects. Or if needed, you can bind a control to make the script fully 
re-initialise itself:

if (!var.running) {    // initial setup goes here

 ... 
 var.reverse = false 
 ...

 say "startup sequence complete" 
 var.running = true 
}

...

if	(pressed(Joystick1.Button13))	{	//	reset	all	to	default 
 var.running = false 
}

Distinguishing Single-Click from Double-Click
GlovePIE offers native support for this; the following examples show how to use the correspond-
ing functions. (Note that I do not use these; see below for my reason).

if	(SingleClicked(Joystick1.Button2))	{ 
 var.singleClick = var.singleClick + 1 
}

if	(DoubleClicked(Joystick1.Button2))	{ 
 var.doubleClick = var.doubleClick + 1 
}

The problem with these functions (SingleClicked in particular) is the delay that follows a single 
click while GlovePIE makes sure that it wasn’t the first part of a double-click. This is fine for some 
applications; less so with a combat-oriented space game. Becuase of this, I rolled my own handlers 
that work more promptly, but that also place some limitations on how they are used.

Double-clicks are best used  in situations where the first click can do its task immediately, and then 
if a second click arrives soon enough, a second compatible task can be performed. For example:
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Single:•  select greatest threat; double: select target ahead (overrides single-click event)
Single• : set engines to 100%; double: engine boost (complements single-click event).

Here is a skeleton script into which you can plug your own buttons and actions. With the script 
running, clicking button 2 will generate a ‘1’ keypress, while clicking again will then generate a ‘2’ 
keypress. This script recognises presses of any length; it’s only interested in the interval between 
presses. If you wanted to distinguish “hold” events as well, you’d need to do some extra work.

if (!var.running) {   // initial setup goes here 
	 var.t	=	0.2	 	 	 //	timeout	to	distinguish	click	from	hold 
	 var.tDoubleClick	=	0.2			//	and	to	distinguish	double	click 
	 var.tB2Release	=	0	 	 //	release	timestamp 
 var.running = true

} 
var.now = timestamp

if	(pressed(Joystick1.Button2))	{	 //	handle	button	press	event

	 if	(((var.now	-	var.tB2Release)	<	var.tDoubleClick))	{ 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 //	last	release	was	within	last	200mS 
	 	 var.B2DClick	=	true		 //	so	this	press	is	a	double-click 
 }

}	else	if	(released(Joystick1.Button2))	{ 
       //handle button release event

	 var.tB2Release	=	var.now		 //	time-stamp	the	event

	 if	(var.B2Dclick)	{		 	 //	corresponding	press	was	a	d-c 
	 	 press	Key.2	 	 	 //	d-c	action	goes	here 
	 	 release	Key.2 
	 	 var.B2Dclick	=	false	 //	next	click	cannot	be	a	d-c 
	 	 var.tB2Release	=	-1		 //	so	make	sure	next	time	check	fails

	 }	else	{	 	 	 	 	 //	corresponding	press	was	not	a	d-c 
	 	 press	Key.1	 	 	 //	s-c	action	goes	here 
  release Key.1 
 } 
}
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Appendix - A Basic Script to Demonstrate Button Shifting
Please note that this script was written for an early build of Elite Dangerous that didn’t include 
Super Cruise or Hyperspace; if you want to use it as a template, you should probably add a “Navi-
gation” mode to handle these (and the same for any other features that are added to the game).

if (Joystick1.Button5) {
			//	first	shift	state	--	combat	and	target	management
   Key.NUMPAD1   = Joystick1.Button1   // Target Nearest Hostile
			Key.NUMPAD2			=	Joystick1.Button2			//	Target	Ship	Ahead
			Key.NUMPAD4			=	Joystick1.Button3			//	Cycle	Next	Hostile
   Key.NUMPAD7   = Joystick1.Button4   // Cycle Prev Hostile
   Key.NUMPAD5   = Joystick1.Pov1Up    // Cycle Next Ship
   Key.NUMPAD8   = Joystick1.Pov1Down  // Cycle Prev Ship
			Key.NUMPAD3			=	Joystick1.Pov1Right	//	Cycle	Next	Target	Subsystem
   Key.NUMPAD6   = Joystick1.Pov1Left  // Cycle Next Target Subsystem
			Key.NUMPAD9			=	Joystick1.Button9			//	Toggle	Silent	Running
   Key.NumPadDot = Joystick1.Button10  // Deploy Heat Sink
} else if (Joystick1.Button6) {
			//	second	shift	state	--	power	and	scanner	management
   Key.Insert  = Joystick1.Button1     // Divert Power to Weapons
			Key.Home				=	Joystick1.Button2					//	Divert	Power	to	Engines
			Key.PageUp		=	Joystick1.Button3					//	Divert	Power	to	Systems
   Key.End     = Joystick1.Button4     // Balanced Power Distribution
			Key.Dot					=	Joystick1.Button9					//	Increase	Scanner	Range
   Key.Comma   = Joystick1.Button10    // Decrease Scanner Range
} else if (Joystick1.Button7) {
			//	third	shift	state	--	panel	management
   Key.One      = Joystick1.Button10   // Target Panel
			Key.Two						=	Joystick1.Button9				//	Radar	Panel
   Key.Three    = Joystick1.Button8    // System Panel
   Key.CapsLock = Joystick1.Button1    // Select
   Key.W        = Joystick1.Pov1Up     // Up
   Key.S        = Joystick1.Pov1Down   // Down
   Key.A        = Joystick1.Pov1Right  // Left
   Key.D        = Joystick1.Pov1Left   // Right
			Key.Q								=	Joystick1.Button3				//	Prev	Pane
   Key.E        = Joystick1.Button4    // Next Pane
} else {
			//default	state	--	thrusters	and	weaponry
   Key.Enter       = Joystick1.Button1  // Primary Fire
			Key.NumPadEnter	=	Joystick1.Button2		//	Secondary	Fire
			Key.NumpadPlus		=	Joystick1.Button3		//	Cycle	Next	Fire	Group
			Key.NumpadMinus	=	Joystick1.Button4		//	Cycle	Prev	Fire	Group
			Key.Up										=	Joystick1.Pov1Up			//	Directional	Thrust	u,	d,	l,	r
   Key.Down        = Joystick1.Pov1Down
   Key.Left        = Joystick1.Pov1Left
   Key.Right       = Joystick1.Pov1Right
   Key.RightAlt    = Joystick1.Button8  // Engine Boost
			Key.NUMPAD0					=	Joystick1.Button9		//	Disable	Flight	Assist
   Key.Space       = Joystick1.Button10 // Deploy Hardpoints
}




